1. Will each girl get an apple? _____

2. Will each girl get an apple? _____

3. Colour in the block which has more.
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1. Colour in the block which has more.

2. Will each girl get an apple? _____
1. Colour in the block which has more.

2. Will each boy get an apple? ____
1. Colour in the block which has more.

2. Will each boy get a pencil? _____
1. Colour in the block which has more.

2. Will each dog get a bone? ______
1. Make 1 more.

2. Will each girl get a pencil? _____
1. Make 1 less.

2. Will each dog get a bone? _____
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1. Make 1 more.

2. Will each girl get an apple? _____
1. Make 1 less.

2. Will each boy get an apple? ____
1. Make 1 more.
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2. Will each girl get a pencil? ____
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1. Make 1 less.

2. Will each girl get a pencil? _____
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